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Hydrostatic condition is a common assumption in tidal and subtidal motions in oceans

and estuaries. Theories with this assumption have been largely successful. However,

there is no definite criteria separating the hydrostatic from the non-hydrostatic regimes in

real applications because real problems often times have multiple scales. With increased

refinement of high resolution numerical models encompassing smaller and smaller spatial

scales, the need for non-hydrostatic models is increasing. To evaluate the vertical motion

over bathymetric changes in tidal channels and assess the validity of the hydrostatic

approximation, we conducted observations using a vessel-based acoustic Doppler

current profiler (ADCP). Observations were made along a straight channel 18 times

over two scour holes of 25m deep, separated by 330 m, in and out of an otherwise

flat 8m deep tidal pass leading to the Lake Pontchartrain over a time period of 8 h

covering part of the diurnal tidal cycle. Out of the 18 passages over the scour holes,

11 of them showed strong upwelling and downwelling which resulted in the breakdown

of hydrostatic condition. The maximum observed vertical velocity was ∼ 0.35 m/s, a

high value in a tidal channel, and the estimated vertical acceleration reached a high

value of 1.76 × 10−2 m/s2. Analysis demonstrated that the barotropic non-hydrostatic

acceleration was dominant. The cause of the non-hydrostatic flow was the steep slopes.

This demonstrates that in such a system, the bathymetric variation can lead to the

breakdown of hydrostatic conditions. Models with hydrostatic restrictions will not be able

to correctly capture the dynamics in such a system with significant bathymetric variations

particularly during strong tidal currents.

Keywords: hydrostatic assumption, tidal channel, observations using ADCP, scour hole, vertical velocity, vertical

acceleration

INTRODUCTION

The hydrostatic approximation is almost always assumed applicable in studies of coastal dynamics.
For large scale problems with wavelength comparable to those of tides, this does not seem to be
questionable. However, real ocean and estuarine problems have multiple scales, which can include
both hydrostatic and non-hydrostatic motions. With the development of numerical models and
high-tech observational tools, e.g., high resolution acoustic Doppler current profilers (ADCP), we
are facing more and more smaller scale flows. Many non-hydrostatic numerical models have been
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developed (e.g., Stashchuk and Hutter, 2001; Heggelund et al.,
2004; Berntsen and Furnes, 2005; Berntsen et al., 2006; Ilıcak
et al., 2009; Özgökmen et al., 2012, among many others),
mainly for non-hydrostatic internal waves. However, almost
all of the currently used coastal ocean models applied to
estuaries and coastal waters are hydrostatic. While non-
hydrostatic versions of these models have begun to emerge,
there is, however, no clear boundary between the two kinds
of models for applications. Currently, there is a lack of actual
observations and analysis of non-hydrostatic flows in estuaries
and coastal environment. The question is therefore: does the
non-hydrostatic flow occur in an estuarine environment? If
it does exist, where does it occur? In order to address these
questions, one must measure vertical velocity and vertical
acceleration.

In theory, the vertical velocity and vertical acceleration in
a tidal flow are very small. Tidal flows are usually hydrostatic
(e.g., Defant, 1961; Gill, 1982; Apel, 1987), and thus the vertical
component of velocity and vertical acceleration are supposed to
be too small to be observable. ADCPs can provide information
about the vertical velocity, which has been recognized to
be important since the early days of the technology (e.g.,
Johns, 1988). However, most vertical velocity measurements
are too noisy to provide conclusive results, either because
of observational errors or strong turbulent fluctuations. Thus
vertical velocities measured using ADCPs, especially vessel-
mounted ADCPs, are seldom discussed. With five moored
ADCPs deployed at water depth between 300 and 1400 m,
Schott et al. (1993) observed thermohaline circulation with
vertical convection due to mixed layer deepening associated with
cooling events. Gargett (1994) used the vertical velocity from
vessel-based ADCP to calculate the turbulent kinetic energy
across a tidal front. Using a bottom mounted ADCP, Rippeth
and Simpson (1998) found consistent diel vertical migration
of zooplankton. In this paper, we analyze and discuss some
observations of velocity field, especially vertical velocity field
in a narrow tidal passage using a vessel-mounted ADCP. Our
main hypothesis is that with strong bathymetric variations,
the flow can have a significant vertical component thereby
producing a strong vertical acceleration that may breakdown
the hydrostatic balance in the vertical. The importance of the
vertical acceleration affected by bathymetry in a tidal channel
needs to be assessed by direct observations. To this purpose, we
use a vessel-mounted ADCP to repeatedly sample the velocity
distributions in a tidal channel particularly during strong tidal
currents. Data analysis and momentum balance assessment
can then allow us to determine the importance of vertical
acceleration.

STUDY SITE AND METHOD

The study area is at the mouth of one of the three major
tidal inlets of Lake Pontchartrain (Figure 1). The lake is an
oval-shaped semi-enclosed body of brackish water located north
of New Orleans. The major axis of the oval is in the east-
west direction and spans 66 km, while the minor north-south

axis is about 40 km. The depth in most part of the lake is
shallower than 6m, and the average depth is 3.7m. Higher
salinity waters from the coastal ocean enter the lake via
tidal currents and wind-driven flows through three narrow
tidal passages, i.e., the Rigolets (TR), Chef Menteur (CM),
and a man-made canal—the Inner Harbor Navigational Canal
(Industrial Canal, or IC), which adjoined the Mississippi River
Gulf Outlet (MRGO, which was closed later in 2009 due to
the concern of its funnel effect of increasing storm surge in
New Orleans), and the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway (GIWW)
(Figure 1). Circulation in the lake is mostly wind-driven but
current velocity through the narrow passages can be quite swift
(max. 1.5–2.5m/s) during the peak tidal flows as well as during
severe weather conditions (e.g., during Hurricanes Gustav and
Ike in 2008, Li et al., 2009b, 2010) and during winter cold
front season when saltwater can intrude into the lake through
bottom currents (Li et al., 2008). Tide in this area is mainly
diurnal.

The field measurements were conducted on Nov. 23, 2005,
using an RDI 1200 kHz Workhorse Monitor ADCP mounted
on a 26-ft Catamaran research vessel. The vessel was driven
along a predefined route nine times (Figure 1) at a constant
speed of ∼ 2 m/s. The ADCP was attached on the port side
of the vessel with its transducers located at a depth of about
0.35 m. The ADCP sampled velocity profiles at 2Hz frequency
with a vertical bin size of 0.25 m. A Furuno GPS (GP 37)
was used with differential GPS enabled (∼ 3–6m accuracy) to
record the location and Coordinated Universal Time (UTC),
which were integrated with the ADCP data. The bottom-
tracking mode was used in calculating the velocity in Earth
coordinate system. Velocity components in the east, north,
and vertical directions were recorded. The ADCP data were
QA/QCed first and the compass calibration and flow magnitude
scaling factor determination were done following Joyce (1989)
and similar to previous studies (e.g., Li and Valle-Levinson,
1999; Li et al., 2000, 2004). The accuracy of velocity is on the
order of 0.3% of the relative velocity between the transducers
and the water which is on the order of 2.5 m/s, which yields
an accuracy of 0.75 cm/s. The ADCP transducers measured
the water depth continuously. The water depth was 8m or
less in most places except for two 25-m deep elliptical scour
holes (Figures 1A,B), which were separated by 330m. These
holes were located inside and outside of the Industrial Canal,
respectively, most likely caused by erosion of the fast flow.
The current speed was high in the channel, with a maximum
horizontal velocity of close to 2.5 m/s. The strong flow was
largely going northward in a jet-like pattern into the lake
during the flood tide along the axis of the two scour holes.
The speed decreased dramatically away from the inlet, as a
result of the rapid expansion of its cross sectional area as the
water entered into the lake. Numerous eddies were visually
observed over the two bathymetric holes. Surface waves and
turbulence were evident as well. A total of nine repetitions were
made through a pre-defined sampling route which were well-
repeated for the most time (Figure 1). These repetitions provided
velocity profiles eighteen times through the bathymetric holes
(Table 1).
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FIGURE 1 | Study area near the southern coast of the Lake Pontchartrain, and ADCP survey tracks (black lines) and bathymetry contours measured

from the ADCP. The two scour holes, (A,B), are shown by the red color deep waters, which separated by 330m. The thick black lines are the coastlines. The

Rigolets, Chef Menteur, Industrial Canal, the Mississippi River Gulf Outlet, and the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway are indicated by TR, CM, IC, MRGO, and GIWW,

respectively.

RESULTS

The vertical velocity component along portions of the survey
transects 1 and 2 indicated by the section number in the first
column of Table 1 (passing through the scour holes A and B,
respectively, Figures 2A,B) shows a clear separation of regimes
over the downhill and uphill regions. In the downhill region
in the southern portion of the transect over either hole, the
vertical velocity is negative (downwelling) while in the uphill
region in the northern portion of the transect, the vertical
velocity is positive (upwelling). Both have a magnitude of ∼
0.35 m/s. Away from the holes, the vertical velocity is negligible.
Data also show eastward velocity component alternating between
positive and negative over the holes in the direction of the
main channel (i.e., north-south direction) for most transect
with a magnitude of ∼ 0.5 m/ss. The north component
of the velocity also shows alternation between positive and
negative values in the cross channel direction (i.e., the east-
west direction) but with a three times larger magnitude (∼1.5
m/s). These velocity shears indicate eddies in the study area

confirming what was observed visually when the survey was
being conducted.

Overall, in the first 11 of the 18 passages over the scour
holes, we observed strong vertical velocities with opposing signs
across each of the holes (Table 1). In general, downward vertical
velocities were recorded along the axis of the Industrial Canal
in the upstream half of each of the scour holes. Upward vertical
velocities were recorded along the axis of the Industrial Canal in
the downstream half of the same scour hole. Vertical velocity has
no obvious structure away from the holes, probably due to strong
velocity shear, turbulence and eddies visible on site. The latter
portion of observations occurred during slack tide and partly
during a weak ebb, and no obvious upwelling or downwelling was
observed.

Where upwelling was recorded by the ADCP, there was
visible evidence in the form of divergent flows on the surface
that resembled “boiling water” with visible upward motion but
with a relatively smooth surface and fewer ripples and waves;
where downwelling was recorded, surface convergences were
apparent, with a much rougher surface and more ripples and
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TABLE 1 | Crossing of the Scour holes.

Section

no.

Ensemble range Center

ensemble

Data length (s) Time (UTC) Location

(Figure 1)

dir U/D 1w (m/s) 1L (m) Dw/dt × 10−3 (m/s2)

1 5730–5893 5847 163 16:50:48 A N-S Yes 0.45 30 1.20

2 6985–7148 7097 163 17:02:37 B S-N Yes 0.35 40 0.70

3 7892–8033 7964 141 17:10:51 A S-N Yes 0.55 25 1.76

4 13937–14468 14168 531 18:07:46 A N-S Yes 0.35 25 1.12

5 14528–14694 14591 166 18:11:51 B N-S Yes 0.15 80 0.15

6 15029–15244 15176 215 18:17:08 B S-N Yes 0.20 50 0.32

7 15514–15849 15648 335 18:21:28 A S-N Yes 0.50 80 0.50

8 20798–20920 20857 122 19:08:35 A N-S Yes 0.30 75 0.32

9 21006–21128 21054 122 19:10:26 B N-S Yes 0.15 40 0.30

10 21568–21923 21655 355 19:15:52 B S-N Yes 0.10 20 0.40

11 22426–22606 22512 180 19:23:56 A S-N Yes 0.25 30 0.67

12 28210–28420 28327 210 20:16:49 A N-S No 0.05 30 0.13

13 28465–28645 28506 180 20:18:30 B N-S No

14 36829–37060 36973 231 21:36:19 A N-S No

15 37090–37325 37163 235 21:38:06 B N-S No

16 39568–39788 39726 220 22:02:10 B S-N irregular

17 39952–40149 40044 197 22:05:14 B S-N irregular

18 40199–40655 40298 456 22:07:37 A S-N Unclear

ensemble: each ensemble is roughly 0.5 s; dir: direction of movement of the vessel; N-S or S-N: vessel going from north to south or from south to north; U/D: upwelling and downwelling;

Results over A are highlighted. Highlighted lines are those transects over A. Transects over A after No. 14 are not highlighted as there was no upwelling observed then.

FIGURE 2 | Profiles of vertical velocity over the scour hole A (a) and B (b) for the first two transects (No. 1,2 in Table 1). A and B are shown in Figure 1.

waves. The contrast was quite remarkable to the naked eyes. The
maximum horizontal flow was at the constriction between A and
B (Figure 1), where the bottom was flat and where there was no
obvious vertical motion. Turbulence and vertical flow were more
intense over the northern hole (Figure 1A) than the southern
hole (Figure 1B). This was representative of all the 11 Sections
over the holes. The magnitudes of both horizontal and vertical
velocities gradually decreased throughout the observations as the
tidal currents changed their phase from flood to ebb.

Figures 3A–H, 4A–H show some examples of the 12 transects
over the scour holes with the depth-averaged eastward (upper
panels, u), northward (second panels, v), and upward velocities
(third panels, w), and the depth profiles (lower panels, h) along

the south-north directions, two of which for the scour hole
A and two for the scour hole B. The lower middle of each
of the four subfigures shows a letter indicating whether it is
from the northern hole A or the southern hole B. A and B
both spanned about 100m in the flow direction, with B being
slightly larger. The error bars indicate one standard deviation and
demonstrate the variability of the flow velocity in the vertical.
Note that the results are presented by analyzing the 2Hz raw
data without averaging, thus the apparent noisy nature. The
trends that the depth-averaged vertical velocity followed the slope
of the bottom along the transects however are quite persistent.
The depth-averaged eastward velocity could be either positive or
negative and was stronger at the beginning of the survey. The
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FIGURE 3 | Depth-averaged velocity for two of the first 6 transects, one over the northern scour hole. (A–D) Are the eastward, northward, and upward

velocity components and water depth profile, respectively, for the second transects (No. 2 in Table 1). (E–H) Are the eastward, northward, and upward velocity

components and water depth profile, respectively, for the third transects (No. 3 in Table 1).

depth-averaged northward velocity was mostly positive. This was
particularly true for that over the southern hole which had a fairly
constant depth-averaged northward velocity along the transect
most of the time. In contrast, the depth-averaged northward
velocity over the northern hole A had a much larger variability.
The northward velocity over the southern half of hole A was
much larger than that over its northern half. The rapid decrease
of the northward velocity was a result of the expansion of the
cross sectional area as the water flowed into the wide lake.

While Figure 2 gives examples of the vertical profiles of
upwelling and downwelling over the scour holes, all the third
panels of each of the subplot of Figures 3, 4 show the depth-
averaged vertical velocity along the Industrial Canal at the inlet
of the lake. Almost all of the depth-averaged vertical velocity
demonstrated downwelling as the water flowed into the holes and
upwelling as the water flowed out of the holes.

The strong vertical velocity and variation over a short distance
imply a large vertical acceleration, which suggests that themotion
may be non-hydrostatic. The vertical velocity was 0.2–0.35m/s
in magnitude, and it changed from its maximum (positive)

to minimum (negative) value over a distance of ∼100m. The
average horizontal velocity U was ∼ 0.8–1.5m/s. Defining L to
be the distance over which the vertical velocity changed from 0
to its maximum value, the associated time scale over L is 1t =
L/u = 50/ U = ∼ 30–60 s. The vertical acceleration can thus be
estimated to be 1w/1t ∼ (0.35-0) / 1t = 0.6–1.2 ×10−2 m/s2.
This is a very large value, especially considering the fact that
during flood tide, tidal straining makes the vertical water column
almost uniform in salinity and density, and no internal waves are
possible.

The maximum vertical accelerations for the first 12 transects
were estimated from the horizontal variations in vertical velocity,
the average horizontal velocity, and L (dw/dt ∼ 1w/ (L/ U)).
Large vertical accelerations were consistently associated with the
upwelling and downwelling (Table 1). The values over A were
generally larger than those over B.

The vertical salinity and temperature structures were
measured by a YSI CTD. The finding was that during the first 11
transects over the scour holes A and B, there was essentially no
stratification in the holes: the salinity varied over time between 9
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FIGURE 4 | Depth-averaged velocity for two of the second 6 transects, one over the northern scour hole. (A–D) are the eastward, northward, and upward

velocity components and water depth profile, respectively, for the eighth transects (No. 8 in Table 1). (E–H) are the eastward, northward, and upward velocity

components and water depth profile, respectively, for the tenth transects (No. 10 in Table 1).

and 11 PSU but without a vertical structure in the holes. In some
studies, e.g., de Vries et al. (2014), the tidal straining is more
complicated than the conventional views (Simpson et al., 1990,
2005) such that during flood the water column is not well-mixed.
Li et al. (2009a) showed asymmetric features of stratification
across a tidal pass with increased stratification during flood on
the eastern side of a channel. These characteristics differ from the
conventional view and were caused either by the system being
open through multiple inlets (in the case of de Vries et al., 2014)
or freshwater source outside of the estuary (in the case of Li et al.,
2009a). Our system (Industrial Canal of Lake Pontchartrain) has
a narrow and straight channel connecting to the vast estuarine
lake and the flood tide has well-mixed condition (Simpson et al.,
1990).

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Topographic Upwelling and Downwelling
For flows along the bottom, the velocity vector (v) must be
perpendicular to the normal vector (N) of the bottom, i.e.,

v ·N = 0. Since the tangent (or slope) of the bottom is along
the direction of (cos(α), sin(α)), given that α is the angle of the
bottom with the horizontal, the normal direction is then (−sin
α, cos α) – i.e., the unit vector N is the negative reciprocal
of the bottom. Therefore, v ·N = 0 becomes –sin α u + cos
α w = 0, in which u and w are the horizontal and vertical
velocities, respectively. This leads to w/u = tan α. Comparison
of the bottom slope and the ratio of the depth averaged vertical
and horizontal velocities for the first 12 transects (Table 1)
are shown in Figure 5. Despite the noisy nature, the two are
quite well matched, which indicates that the flow is basically
following the bottom topography and not caused by internal
waves. The averaged R2 value of a linear regression between
the slope and velocity ratio is ∼ 0.69. The strong vertical
acceleration was thus mainly caused by the bottom topography.
Strong topographic changes in tidal inlets are very common,
which suggests that the hydrostatic assumption may be broken
even for tidal flows in this type of environment. A non-
hydrostatic model is required for a correct representation of the
dynamics.
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FIGURE 5 | Ratio of depth averaged vertical and north velocities (circles) and bottom slope (lines) for the 12 transects (A–L, No. 1–12 in Table 1). An

averaged R2 values of 0.60 was calculated with a linear regression between the slope and velocity ratios.

Assessment of Hydrostatic Condition
The observations showed strong upwelling and downwelling.
The strong vertical motion is related to the bottom slope. The
vertical velocity may break down the hydrostatic condition and

introduce a non-hydrostatic flow. With an order of magnitude
estimate, here we evaluate the effect of the bottom slope on the
vertical velocity induced non-hydrostatic flow. Since the focus
is only on the uphill and downhill flows caused by the depth
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variations, we only discuss the barotropic vertical momentum
equation:

dw

dt
= −

1

ρ

∂p′

∂z
(1)

in which p′ is the non-hydrostatic pressure component
contributed by barotropic motion only. If we use U, W, L, H,
δp′, and T to denote the scales for horizontal velocity, vertical
velocity, horizontal length, depth, pressure variations, and time
scale, respectively, we can non-dimensionalize equation (1):

W

T

dw̃

dt̃
= −

δp′

ρH

∂ p̃′

∂ z̃
(2)

in which the tildes indicate non-dimensional variables defined by
the ratios of the original variables and their corresponding scales.
From the horizontal momentum balance, it is easy to show that
the pressure change is related to the horizontal velocity scale by
the following relationship:

δ p′ = ρU2 (3)

If we further define the aspect ratio to be:

ε = H/L (4)

As the problem in a narrow channel is mainly in the longitudinal
direction, we only consider the variations in that direction (x-
direction) and in the vertical. Thus we have the continuity
equation

∂u

∂x
+

∂w

∂z
= 0 (5)

gives the following aspect ratio relation

W

U
=

H

L
= ε (6)

From (3) to (6), equation (2) is reduced to:

ε2
dw̃

dt̃
= −

dp̃′

dz̃
(7)

This result demonstrates that the barotropic non-hydrostatic
acceleration is proportional to the square of the aspect ratio.
Here the aspect ratio is also the slope of the bottom if we
take H as the change of depth over a horizontal distance of L.
As shown in Figure 5, the slope of the bottom is between 0
and 1 and with large values (∼ 0.8–1) over the slopes of the
scour holes and therefore non-negligible. This means that the
non-hydrostatic flows caused by the uphill and downhill flows
can affect the vertical momentum balance by close to 60–100%.
Therefore, the vertical acceleration caused by the flow over the
scour holes can be significant and a hydrostatic model will not
be able to capture the dynamics in this area over the two scour
holes.

This study provides an observational evidence of barotropic
non-hydrostatic tidal currents in a tidal pass. It has demonstrated,

through field measurements, that the flood tidal currents at
the Industrial Canal, a tidal passage of Lake Pontchartrain,
is highly non-hydrostatic. Strong upwelling and downwelling
are present during the flood tide over two scour holes with
horizontal dimensions of ∼100 m, separated by about 330m
along the channel. This clearly indicates that hydrostatic models
cannot be used in these types of systems for proper modeling
of current, transport, mixing, and dispersion. Numerical models
for Lake Pontchartrain (Signell and List, 1997; Georgiou and
McCorquodale, 2000, 2002; Georgiou, 2002) are all hydrostatic.
As recognized by more and more modelers (e.g., Heggelund
et al., 2004; Berntsen and Furnes, 2005; Berntsen et al., 2006),
non-hydrostatic models are needed for problems with significant
vertical motion and for small scale problems. Despite the
increased effort associated with non-hydrostatic modeling, with
very few exceptions (Stashchuk and Hutter, 2001) validation
of such models using observations are rare. Observations
should be used to validate non-hydrostatic models before
applying them to systems that require their use. Since tidal
passes are common in coastal waters, where the terrestrial
water and coastal water mix, the present results thus are
useful for numerical model development and validations.
Non-hydrostatic models may be mandated even if only
occasionally the flow is non-hydrostatic. The model must
also be validated by observations of non-hydrostatic flows.
The work presented here suggests that examining the bottom
slope over the horizontal distance of interest is a reliable
approach to identify areas where non-hydrostatic flows may
exist.
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